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SEESAW – Setting Up your own Account as Teacher. 

1. Type in “Seesaw” in Google and 

click on the first option that 

emerges from the search 

“web.seesaw.me” – you will see 

this box and you click on the 

button “Sign Up Free” 

 

2. Sign up as a teacher by clicking on 

“I’m a Teacher” (Fig. 2) and then 

on “Create Account” if not already 

selected (Fig. 3) 

 

3. As soon as you start Seesaw for the first time 

you will be drawn towards creating your first 

class on the top right corner where you see 

your name. Click here and a drop down 

menu emerges as shown in Fig. 4 allowing 

you to create your class. Create a new class 

by clicking + button and then name the class 

as  “Yourname Class” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 3 
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4. Add pupils to your class – five students will 

do for this webinar (Fig. 4) Pupils can have 

made-up names if you wish to maintain 

anonymity. Firstly, you must click on the + 

students button as highlighted here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. With Class set up and Students added to 

your class, you are now ready to select work 

for them to do. 

6. By clicking on the green + button a 

dropdown menu appears allowing you to: 
1. Post to Student Journal – commenting on 

work completed or assigning new work.  

2. Assign Activity - Browse the Activity Library, 

with loads of prepared activities or create an 

activity of your own. 

3. Send Announcement to all members of the 

class.  

 

7. Selecting “Assign Activity” we see the Activity 

Library open (Fig. 8) – with two tabs on top 

“Community” – thousands of activities 

prepared by teachers for teachers and “My 

Library” which is where your own activities 

reside, ones selected by you from the 

Community or ones that have been created by 

you from scratch (max 100 activities allowed in 

My Library on free version).  

8. Please ensure to view the Community tab first. 

There are assignments suitable for the chosen 

age group. Can be searched by topic or class 

level (at the bottom). When an activity is 

assigned to a class, each member of the class 

is expected to read (or listen to) the 

instructions and complete the activity. Then 

the teacher can add a comment or others can 

like it (if this is not switched off).  

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 8 
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9. Activity 1: We will begin with a 

Maths activity from Maths 

Facts (use Search if not on the  

Trending Section as shown 

here – click on the activity and 

assign it to your class (if you 

would prefer, seek out a more 

appropriate Maths activity for 

your age group and assign it 

instead).  

 

10. The one I selected is called “Fact Family Domino” and can be found on 

the end of the fourth row. If you click on the Like button on the top 

corner (heart) the activity will be added to My Library and from there 

you can edit it to suit your needs. If you are happy with it as it is you 

can assign it straight away after selecting it. This is the same 

procedure for every activity in whatever subject you wish to search 

for activities. You must click on the Heart symbol (Like) in order to add 

it to your library and to be able to edit it. It will then have your name  

on the activity and not Lindsay Toub as shown here.  

 

Fig. 9 

Fig. 10 

Fig. 11 
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11. My Library – If you are 

ready to create your own 

activities then you need to 

click on My Library tab on 

the top left as shown below 

(Fig. 8) whick allows the 

teacher to Create New 

Activity or Share an Activity 

already saved in My Library. 

Here in My Library you can 

have your assignments 

saved from year to year 

ready to be assigned again 

(max 100 in the free version).  There is a full list shown here of the activities previously liked 

or assigned by the teacher.  

12. When you click on “Create New Activity” – Fig. 13 above is the box 

presented. 

13. Open a new tab in Google, leaving the Seesaw activity unfinished. 

Here we are using SENteacher.org in order to create a Maths 

worksheet to be completed in Seesaw. Type “SENteacher” into 

Google and the first suggestion is the correct one. When the website 

opens, if you click on Printables , Mathematics (as Fig 14). you are 

ready to create a new worksheet.   

14. Working on Quarter Hours in “Clocks – Telling Time” click on the blue 

Level button at the top of the set of clocks to change to “quarter hour 

intervals” as shown below in Fig. 15.  When the clocks have changed to questions on ¼ hour 

only, click Print Preview button and then Download 

PDF. 

 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

Title 

Instructions 

including voice 

instructions or 

video/multimedia 

instructions go 

here, 

Add a template e.g. uncompleted worksheet ready to go for pupils to 

add their answers in the available boxes. 

Fig. 14 
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15. Just take note of where your download is being 

saved – Downloads, usually. 

16. Click on Seesaw tab again. You can now add the 

worksheet by clicking on the “Add Template for 

Student Responses” as shown in Fig. 16.  

17. Click on Upload button on the bottom left, select 

From Computer and find the pdf in Downloads to 

add it.  

18. Add the instructions as shown.  

19. Add the template again in “Add Multimedia 

Instructions or Example” section. Here you can fill 

in one more clock using the T for text tool on the 

left, to give an example for pupils as to how to fill 

in the answers.  The finished activity sheet is 

shown on Fig. 17 and the Instructions as the 

pupils see it is shown in Fig. 18. 

Fig. 15 

Fig. 16 

Fig. 17 Fig. 18 


